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And finally, based upon the feedback of the first customers, I've added some more content to the course.

As more questions and comments and requests for new content come in, I will continue to build the course.

Here's what Franky said about the Over the Shoulder On Site Building:

Maps SEO Domination

One of the most critical pieces to ranking most clients is ranking them well in the maps...

Just look at how much more space the Maps listings (and the ads) take up now vs several years ago:

You used to be able to see 5 normal organic SEO listings above the fold...

Now, you see ZERO...you can't even see all the maps listings!

...and I even made my browser as tall as I possibly could on my 30 inch monitor...

The effect is even stronger on mobile:

Therefore, I set out on a mission in December of 2018 to really crush it in maps for myself and my clients...

...and I've not given up since then...

I've been at this for over 2 years and I'm more convinced today than I was over 2 years ago that Maps SEO is becoming more and more important for local businesses.

I was already able to rank pretty well, but I wanted to know if there was more that I was leaving on the table...

So I purchased several products...studied them...

...and applied a wide range of techniques to a bunch of test GMB's (37 to be exact)...

And, WOW...I think I hit gold...

Results from the 37 test GMB's:

I increased my maps rankings in 32 out of 37 tests...

...and 13 out of those 32 went up by more than just a little in the maps...

...and 1 of them went from barely ranking to top 3 all over the place in the maps in a big city for a competitive keyword! 

...in 2.5 months

...and I didn't even throw the kitchen sink at all of these test cases.

Furthermore, I'm continually testing new techniques with my test GMB's...

...and I share those results with Maps SEO Ninja Training members!

Here's a recent example of one of my ranking grids:

Here's what it will look like once you get inside:

Many people doing Local SEO don't even know the real battles they fight!

In the introduction, I make the case for what I believe is the real Maps SEO battle, how to identify your specific projects' battles, and what your overall battle plan should be.

The "Fundamentals" module is the meat of the what to do and how to do it part of the course.

This has been described as "succinct and gets the point across without a bunch of fluff."

The actual actions that need to be taken are, each individually, quite simple.

What's the point of working hard to rank a GMB if it just gets suspended 6 months in?

No GMB is 100% safe from suspension...

...but there are definitely actions you can take to reduce your chances of a suspension...

...and some actions you can take or not take that increase your chances of suspension.

Furthormore, there's a half-way suspended state called "ghosted" that you should be aware of.

So you've started to work on a Local SEO project...

...measuring your progress objectively and with discipline is VERY important...

...to not only knowing what exactly you need to do improve a GMB's Proximity Influence...

...but also to understanding Maps SEO better and better over time.

In this module, I cover my unique way I track Maps ranking geogrids over time...

...and I give you a process for putting a number to improvement/loss in maps geogrid rankings.

Credit where credit is due...I didn't come up with all of these techniques myself in isolation!

I have learned some of what I know from a few important mentors...

...I list them here and what I learned from them.

Furthermore, I give suggestions on how to run your own Maps SEO testing...

...I've never seen anyone else cover, "how to test yourself to improve your SEO skills..."

Yet, I think this is very important to understanding how Google's algorithm works.

In this module, I put everything in the previous modules together...

...with your business systems and your SEO team.

Systems are my jam...and I think a strength of mine...I think I have a unique perspective on this that will help people new to SEO and those that are very experienced.
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Want to Crush it For Yourself and Your Clients in Maps?

...then the Maps SEO Ninja Training is for you.

Get Instant Access to (Digital) Sharp
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But Wait, There's More! 

[Bonus] Process Documentation (SOP's & More)

This bonus is super unique and very helpful in my opinion...

A huge part of being able to sell and service clients efficiently is by having, what I call, Process Documentation...

SOP's (Standard Operating Procedures) are a subset of Proc Doc...

Here's where I give you access to my exact processes that I use in my business...

These processes and templates are the culmination of many years of work...

[Bonus] Group Coaching Maps SEO Ninja Training Facebook Community

One of the most critical parts of any learning process is support...

...and not just support from the product creator (which you will definitely get)...

It is incredibly helpful to get support from those who are walking the same path as you...
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Yes, I want to get started with the Maps SEO Ninja Training

It is incredibly helpful to get support from those who are walking the same path as you...

Trying to work through the same issues as you...

A community of people all working to build something similar...

...all cheering each other on as we go about trying to make this business fit best into our lives...

...celebrating our successes...

I think this is actually one of the most valuable parts of this product...

If you ask a question in this group, you WILL get a response from me and/or others.

This product is purely digital This is an approximate physical representation.
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About David Hood

I have been a computer geek since high school...

I've been running my own streamlined Client SEO agency

since 2013...

...successful enough to provide for my family...

I started Digital Domination Dojo to help others benefit from

my experience AND provide my family with more financial

resources...win-win-win
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